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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
SASI has had another successful year and has been ramping up its NDIS preparations ready for the roll out.
This year saw us create a dedicated NDIS team, headed by Teena Ferguson, to support and assist staff,
parents and carers determine what is needed going forward. The team have run a number of NDIS
information sessions, both in a group and one to one, at all of our sites, endeavouring to ensure our
clients( now called participants as in NDIS vernacular) receive the support they need in their first NDIS
plan. We have received extremely positive feedback from parents and carers who have found these
sessions very valuable.
Goal Mastery, SASI’s evidence based outcome measure continues to track how our participants are
progressing working towards their goals. In June an external organisation commenced evaluating
this measure to determine how embedded the system is in SASI and to create a benchmark for us. We
believe Goal Mastery provides a ‘point of difference’ for SASI moving forward into the NDIS competitive
environment.
This year saw a change to our Executive structure with the creation of a General Manager Services
role; ensuring consistency across all of our service areas. Our Chief Operations Officer and Deputy CEO
ensure SASI always has experienced people available to oversee and manage SASI operations in our ever
changing NDIS world. We have farewelled some long standing staff and welcomed a large group of SASI
casual staff, which has been great ensuring consistent, known SASI trained staff for our participants and
also opportunities for them to move into vacant positions when available.
Eastlynn, our active choices service in the East, was able to expand its client capacity after an arrangement
was made with TLC in Bayswater which enabled them to offer more participants service at a second
site in the eastern suburbs. Their original site is limited in capacity due to size and location. This second
site has enabled Eastlynn participants an expanded service offering which has been very welcomed by
our parents and carers. Both Gippsland and Beachlynn services have also experienced an increase in
participants this year, which is wonderful but challenging as we have limited capacity and we are seeing
that almost filled.
Our Alfred Murfey Prize and art exhibition, held in November, was wonderful. Our newly appointed
SASI Youth Ambassador, Maddisyn was the MC for the events function which saw so many artists with a
disability enjoying the evening. Maddisyn came to SASI , out of the blue via social media, some time ago
and has been fundraising for SASI, doing some fantastic projects while also conducting her studies as a
Year 8 student.
Our website and social media arena have again seen increased traffic which is valuable as communicating
to our supporters is vital.
SASI has continued with our Autism Training and has provided training to a range of organisations
including Scouts Victoria, Wise Employment and Frankston Council. Feedback has been excellent and we
have had a number of repeat bookings from organisations who have found the training valuable.
I’d like to express my thanks to our clients, staff, and all families and carers in the SASI community who
make SASI what it is – a truly fabulous place to work!
I would like to thank the numerous individuals and companies, who have donated funds to SASI over the
year to assist us in providing support to our clients: All Souls Opportunity Shop, Ritchies, The Goodman
Workplace Giving Program, Toyota Fleet Management, MLC, Jackson and Perry families. We greatly
appreciate these contributions and ensure they are used to provide items or activities, which we could not
normally fund.
At our AGM last year the members passed a resolution to change the structure of the organisation from an
Incorporated Association to a Company Limited by Guarantee so from 1st July 2017 SASI will be Statewide
Autistic Services Limited. There will be no other changes to anything operationally, this change is a
governance arrangement and deemed best practice for an organisation of our size.
SASI staff members are the most wonderful people working tirelessly to support our participants across
the range of services provided. We are very fortunate to have a highly experienced, professional and
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committed group of staff, who support our participants to achieve their goals in life.
Lastly, I’d like to thank our Executive, Teena and Mathew for the support they have provided during
the year. And lastly I’d like to thank Vivienne Corcoran, SASI President, and Mike Walls, Treasurer, and
all the SASI Board who donate their time generously ensuring our organisation is well governed and
sustainable. They have been extremely supportive to me and our Executive and I very much appreciate
their guidance.
I’d like to express my thanks to our clients, staff, and all families and carers in the SASI community who
make SASI what it is – a fabulous place to work!
I look forward to another year with SASI, who knows what it will bring? But, rest assured SASI is ready for
the NDIS and keen to ensure our participants achieve their goals in life.

Kath Ferry
Chief Executive Officer
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CHAIR’S REPORT
Dear Members,
I am very pleased to present this annual report on behalf of the SASI Board.

Provider of choice in high end Autism Spectrum Disorder
The introduction of the NDIS this year has obviously occupied a great deal of the organisation’s time and
efforts. The recent staff survey indicated the majority of staff feel we are well prepared for the NDIS which
is a testament to the great work done by the whole team.
The expected increase in demand for services driven by communication about the NDIS has seen strong
growth for SASI in all areas of the organisation including:
• increase in day services
• expansion of Eastlynn into nearby premises
• increased demand for respite both for children in the metropolitan area and adults in Gippsland.
This growth in demand is leading us to look at other opportunities to provide services to those in need.

Flexible services
Focus on the NDIS has also provided impetus to an increased focus on finances to ensure we remain
sustainable into the future. The SASI team have worked hard to deliver an excellent result including:
• Reduction in agency staff in favour of more trained, flexible SASI staff who know and are familiar to
our clients
• Restructuring of transport to a more sustainable model
• changes to transport scheduling meaning we need fewer buses and get better value from the ones we
have.
• All service lines including Active Choices are now self sustaining which should enable us to meet the
challenges of the lower cost NDIS model.
All this work has lead to us finishing the year in a very strong financial position, my sincere thanks to the
Finance Committee, Management and staff for this excellent result.

A sustainable organisation
Healthy organisations have good diversity of skills and views at all levels of staff, management and the
Board. This year two Board members confirmed they would not be seeking another term and with one
vacancy already existing we went looking for three new directors. I am pleased to say SASI attracted a
good number, range and excellent calibre of candidates for the Board with a breadth of experience and
engagement with the disability sector. Janet Bourne has recently joined the Board, Louise Georgeson
has agreed to be appointed at the AGM and we are hoping to have another new director join by the
end of the year. Our deep thanks to Larry Wearne who is leaving after 6 years on the Board and Finance
Committee and Garreth Davies who has been on the board for 3 years. I thank them for their hard work,
wish them the best in their endeavours and hope to see them at SASI events in the future.
One sign of our ongoing growth has been the change from an Incorporated association to a company
limited by guarantee. This structure is best governance practice, makes our organisational reporting
simpler and will help us manage into the future. The only changes you will be likely to notice are a
change of titles from President and Vice President.

Great staff, excellent service
All this work and planning is focused around our core purpose of providing real choices and excellent
support for people with complex disabilities. We had a good response to the staff survey reiterating how
staff are passionate about the work they do. As always, there are some things we can do better and we
will be working to make sure everyone is well communicated with along the way.
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Our commitment to Goal Mastery where we makes sure every client has goals to achieve is core to our
mission. This year we embarked on an ongoing process of having Goal Mastery reviewed to ensure we
continue to deliver best practice in helping or clients achieve their goals and in communicating those
achievements to carers, families and the Board.
Our Parents and Carers are an important part of our community and our new committee provides an
open forum for discussions between clients, carers, management and the Board.
Along the way we have had great fun and I was thrilled to read the fabulous positive stories from all
houses and services in the Year in Review, showing clients becoming increasingly independent and staff
feeling well supported to make that happen.
50th birthday celebrations continued and events such as the Super Hero fun run proved a highlight.
SASI has had a very strong year and I would like to thank the staff, management and Board for all their
hard work and commitment to improving the lives of our clients.
Vivienne Corcoran
Chair
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TREASURER’S REPORT
I am pleased to report to members that SASI had an excellent trading year resulting in a surplus of
$729,251. SASI therefore continues to be in a strong financial position as shown in the accounts to 30
June 2017 with equity of $9.5 million including term deposits of $2.987 million.
The trading surplus was the result of growth in client numbers and services provided, utilising
capacity created over the last couple of years. In addition two operating initiatives improved operating
performance considerably.
The first was the continued move to grow and use a pool of SASI casuals instead of agency staff. Not only
has this resulted in a significant cost saving but also improved client outcome through use of regular SASI
trained casuals known to our clients.
The second improvement arose from our review of our transport fleet and a resulting change to fleet
utilisation. Instead of house buses being used in the morning then in the afternoon (say 2 hours per day)
our transport approach now operates with those buses being used for all other transport requirements.
This better utilisation has allowed our transport fleet to reduce significantly with obvious cost savings.
SASI has had a small cohort of clients moving to NDIS funding and as a result of our prior planning this
has been relatively problem free. With our systems set to invoice promptly and in NDIS format payment
receipts have been reasonably prompt. The full complement of our clients will be transferred in three
tranches, commencing October 2017, November 2107, followed by a final tranche in April 2018. We
believe we are well prepared to accomplish this with minimum disruption.
SASI looks forward to the challenging disability care environment not only being in an economically
sustainable position but also to looking to new opportunities to use its skills and resources to provide to a
larger client base and a wider range of services.
Thanks to the other members of the Finance Committee, Larry Wearne and Chris Perry. Best wishes to
Larry for his input over several years and who is now leaving the Board for other challenges. A new SASI
Board member, Janet Bourne, has now joined the Finance Committee and with her excellent financial
skills we look forward to her contribution.
Of course none of this would have been possible without the skills and commitment of Kath Ferry (CEO),
Teena Fergusson (COO) and especially our Finance Manager, Irena Lyashov.
Mike Walls
Treasurer
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FINANCIALS
Following are the signed financial statements ending 30th June 2017 and auditor’s report.
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